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1/10 Monster Tracker 2.0 2WD Monster Truck, w/ Battery & Charger, RTR 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

Price with discount $126.99

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $126.99

Sales price without tax $126.99

Discount 

Tax amount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Nothing stands in the way of the Monster Tracker as it clears jumps and gaps in the road with ease, leaving everything behind in a trail of dust.
The pickup truck body rides high and proud in true American style on tires that are big and wide, just like the country of its birth. Power over and
through fields with this affordable monster truck that is built tough for carefree excitement. A one-touch hatch allows the chassis to be easily
accessed for battery changes. The dust-proof radio box and diff gear case combine with break-resistant flexible resin material so in the rare
event of a breakage, easy replacement and assembly provide beginners with peace of mind. Simply insert 4 x AA-size batteries (sold
separately) in the transmitter and charge the battery for the chassis and this factory-assembled Readyset truck is ready to rumble. Start your
R/C journey on the right track with the Monster Tracker!

Features:
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Gear box eliminates need for messy backlash adjustment.
Factory assembled Readyset only requires charging the chassis battery and inclusion of four AA-size alkaline batteries (sold separately)
for the transmitter.
Includes 2.4GHz Syncro KT-232P transmitter.
Precision modules on differential gear realize high durability.
Fixed length sus arms eliminate need for precision adjustment of alignment.
Servo saver protects the servo from crash impact and improves steering feel.

 

Specifications:

Length 410mm
Width 300mm
Height 175mm
Wheelbase 270mm
Tread (F/R) 230mm/230mm
Tires (F & R) f110x70mm
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